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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (43)

Dear Ciro,
For me, I was talking about the ASR that's just passed, the one in
2012, not next year's ASR, I haven't thought about that far away yet.
The LR I'm concerned about is the one for this July, do you have any
suggestions?
I do want an ALR that can help me pass exams at school.
lots of thanks,
Deva

Dear Deva,
I advise you Honiara Island or, more cheaper, Casablanca in Morocco
(it is not important to get 3 Celestials in the first House because is a
Lunar Return).

ALR July 2012 For Deva Casablanca Morocco
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ALR July 2012 For Deva Honiara Island

***

Ciao,
Ciro: so I looked at the chart you posted for Nunavuk again, it was
almost the same as the chart I generated for Yellowknife, except Mars is
much further away from the MC, i was thinking maybe it's because the
daylight saving time starts differently in Canada and in Italy, in Canada
daylight saving starts on March 11, 2012, and it starts on March 25, 2012
in Italy. And I'm the lucky winner fallen between them.
But yes, my main concern is saturn in 11th house working at a weaker
level similar to it's in the 7th house will counteract with jupiter/venus, but
I probably am worrying too much.
Deva

Dear Deva,
there are three elements that make us prefer the graph of the Nunavut
in comparison to that of Yellowknife:
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1) Saturn is surely in 11^ and not on the cusp of the 12^ House
2) Mars is away from the Mid Heaven: if we can avoid it is better so.
3) the Ascendant is not in the X House contemporarily to bad transits
during the year.
For the job that you do this it is not terrible, but these three elements,
taken together, make say us that the Aimed Solar Return of the Nunavut
is best. However you are calm because that of Yellowknife is not bad.
Best wishes.
P.S. The Daylight Saving Time and the Time Offset are not important
in the calculation of an Aimed Solar Return or of an Aimed Lunar Return.

***

Hi Ciro,
Thank you for answering my previous post, I'm sorry I forgot to
mention that I was born in Florence Italy on June 25th 1962 at 8 pm.
I will be traveling from Santa Fe N.M. to Florence for my 50th birthday,
so I was wondering where it would be better for me to be on my birthday.
I could be stopping anywhere on the east coast or europe.
Thanks, Ro.

Dear Ro,
a your next Aimed Solar Return to Florence is not possible because
the Ascendant should be in the First House and Mars and Saturn in the
8^ House (please, read my 30 rules in "Transits and Solar Returns").
Adak in Alaska is good!
Best wishes.
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Adak Alaska ASR 2012 For Ro Of Florence

***

Dear Ciro,
Thanks for the advice, Casablanca is very good. Do you mean the
Honiara of Solomon island? Yes, it is too far and too long a trip.
About your comment of not putting ASC in X house: not sure if I
interpret you right, is it because the SR saturn in 11th suggests the death
of others, and jupiter in 7th can mean accusations, it has the risk of
harming my career reputation for what I am doing? So would it be okay
to put ASC in X if my saturn is not transiting my X house?
Last year's my ASR ascendant also in X house, and in the month of
my worst LR (I can't leave then), the trouble is caused by SR mars in V
house (me joking around) cause me troubles with the authority. But overall,
it is a good year.
Deva

Dear Deva,
yes, it is Honiara of Salomons Islands (a very terrible place!).
We cannot use the Ascendant in X when there are, contemporarely,
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bad transits as Saturn in X or Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto in
conjunction to the radix Sun or square or opposite to it and other...
But the risk is in relation to the objective danger of a reversal of a
social/professional condition: a political subject that falls, an important
journalist fired, ecc.
If you are a scientist engaged in the studies and in the research, the
risks are a lot lower. But it is the unique position where it is very important
the personal experience of the astrologer to decide to leave or not the AS
in the X House.
Best regards.
***

Dear Ciro,
Sadly I couldn't travel to the location you advised me for the last
solar return and I a had to pick another one closer to my country.This
solar return has the ascendant in the 10 house but I have strong transits
there the hole year.
I learn from your books to take care with this but I had no other
choice.My great concern is that for this year things are going to be hard
again, because the transits are going to be very ugly.Saturn conjunct the
Sun and both squaring the Moon in the solar return is a bad sign.
Could you,please,help me to choose a good place to be in my next
solar return?Bad transits and a bad SR is to much,don't you agree?My
data is:Birthday 10/23/1954 Ribeirão do Pinhal Paraná Brasil 11:10AM
The 2011 SR was in Salta Argentina.
I live now in Ponta Porã MS Brasil,but here it looks a bad place,isn't
it?I would like to improve my health and money.
I will be very grateful for your advices,and I thank you very much.
Best regards from Brasil! Vera.

Dear Vera,
bentornata! Regret me some news that give us, but this shows, for the
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thousandth time, that to do an inexpensive Aimed Solar Return is never a
bargain!
I now recommend you Fernando de Norognha, in your Brazil, with a
splendid Venus on the cusp VII/8^ Houses!
Best wishes.

Fernando De Noronha ASR 2012 For Vera

***

Dear Ciro,
Saturn in the 5th house of my solar return has been exactly what you
predicted. I was just fired from a job due to my co-worker / uncle's
strained relationship with the office where I was stationed, after speaking
very little on a day to day basis, as it was not my field.
However, I became more serious about my music, and finally have
a record deal in the works as a result, though much of the playful fun
of it is gone.
Saturn, my chart ruler, is conjunct my Scorpio ascendant. May I ask
you to interpret Saturn on the 2nd/3rd cusp of my next year's return? I
do not want to simultaneously have no money, while having writer's block.
Is it possible I will become more financially responsible, and take the
lyrical side of my craft more seriously, as I may very well be on display?
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I am also concerned with the safety of all telecommunications devices
and GPS trackers, hacking, etc.
Your guidance is invaluable,
Michael

Dear Michael,
I will do gladly it if you will post again the question also telling me
where you will spend your next Aimed Solar Return.
Best wishes.
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